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A general consideration is presented for the magnetic interaction at an interface between a perovskite
manganite and other transition metal oxides. The latter is specified by the electron number n in the d3z2−r2 level
as �d3z2−r2�n. Based on the molecular orbitals formed at the interface and the generalized Hund’s rule, the sign
of the magnetic interaction is rather uniquely determined. The exception is when the d3z2−r2 orbital is stabilized
in the interfacial manganite layer neighboring to a �d3z2−r2�1 or �d3z2−r2�2 system. In this case, the magnetic
interaction is sensitive to the occupancy of the Mn d3z2−r2 orbital. It is also shown that the magnetic interaction
between the interfacial Mn layer and the bulk region can be changed. Manganite-based heterostructures thus
show a rich magnetic behavior. We also present how to generalize the argument including t2g orbitals.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Transition metal �TM� oxides have been one of the main
subjects of materials science for decades. Experimental and
theoretical efforts are driven by their rich, complex, and po-
tentially useful behaviors originating from strong correla-
tions between electrons and/or electrons and lattices.1 The
recent developments in the crystal-growth techniques, in par-
ticular, the �laser� molecular-beam epitaxy, have made us
recognize the opportunity to further control their behaviors
and to generate phenomena that are not realized in the bulk
systems.2–10

Here, we focus on the magnetic behavior at an interface
between perovskite manganite and other TM oxides. Perov-
skite manganites, especially La1−xSrxMnO3 �LSMO�, are par-
ticularly important because of their ferromagnetic �F� metal-
lic behavior with relatively high Curie temperature TC and
large polarization. Controlling the magnetic interaction at in-
terfaces involving manganites would cause a technological
breakthrough for electronic devices using, for example, a
tunneling magnetoresistance �TMR� effect11,12 and an ex-
change bias �EB� effect.13 This requires the microscopic in-
formation on the orbital states, not only on the spin states as
demonstrated for cuprate/manganite interfaces in Refs. 9 and
14. However, it remains controversial whether the magnetic
moment is induced in the cuprate region7,14 or the dead lay-
ers appear in the manganite region.8,15

The difficulty dealing with interfaces involving strongly
correlated electron systems comes from the small volume
fraction which makes the experimental analysis challenging,
and strong-correlation effects which hinder some
of theoretical treatments. Therefore, if a Goodenough-
Kanamori-type16,17 transparent description of the interfacial
magnetic interaction becomes available, both experiment and
theory would greatly benefit.

In this paper, we present a general consideration for the
magnetic interaction at an interface involving manganites.
We first focus on the interfacial interaction derived by d3z2−r2

orbitals which have the largest hybridization along the z
layer-stacking direction. We see that the sign of the magnetic
interaction via the d3z2−r2 orbitals is naturally fixed based on
the molecular orbitals formed at the interface and the gener-

alized Hund’s rule. The argument uses localized orbitals, and
therefore shows only the qualitative trend. The molecular
orbitals effectively lift the degeneracy between d3z2−r2 and
dx2−y2 orbitals by the order of the hopping intensity. In the
second part, we perform the model Hartree-Fock calculation
and show that the broken degeneracy can lead to the addi-
tional change in the magnetic interaction between the inter-
facial Mn layer and its neighboring Mn layer. We also dis-
cuss how to generalize the molecular-orbital-based argument
for more complicated situations including t2g orbitals.

II. MOLECULAR-ORBITAL PICTURE

In this section, we consider the magnetic interaction be-
tween manganite and other TM oxides focusing on the mo-
lecular orbitals formed by d3z2−r2 orbitals which have the
largest overlap at the interface. The TM region is specified
by the number of electrons occupying a d3z2−r2 orbital. Here,
t2g electrons are assumed to be electronically inactive and
considered as localized spins when finite number of electrons
occupy t2g orbitals. Generalization including these electrons
will be discussed later.

�d3z2−r2�0 system. Let us start from the simplest case, an
interface between Mn and a �d3z2−r2�0 system �Fig. 1�. In this
case, the bonding �B� orbital is occupied by an electron
whose spin is parallel to the localized t2g spin in Mn while
the antibonding �AB� orbital is unoccupied. When there are
other unpaired electrons in the �d3z2−r2�0 system at dx2−y2

and/or t2g orbitals, their spins align parallel to that of the
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Molecular orbital �middle� formed by
d3z2−r2 orbitals on Mn �right� and TM with the �d3z2−r2�0 configura-
tion �left�.
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electron in the B orbital due to the Hund coupling. Thus, the
F coupling is generated between Mn and �d3z2−r2�0 systems.
This is equivalent to the double-exchange �DE� interaction
originally proposed by Zener.18 When dx2−y2 is much lower in
energy than d3z2−r2 and in the interfacial Mn layer �termed
dx2−y2 order�, Mn and �d3z2−r2�0 systems are virtually decou-
pled. Thus, the magnetic coupling is due to the superex-
change �SE� interaction between t2g electrons. This interac-
tion is either F or antiferromagnetic �AF� depending on the
orbital state and the occupancy of the TM t2g level.

�d3z2−r2�1,2 normal. This simple consideration can be eas-
ily generalized to �d3z2−r2�1 and �d3z2−r2�2 systems. First we
consider that the d3z2−r2 and dx2−y2 are nearly degenerate in
the interfacial Mn layer and the unoccupied dx2−y2 level in the
TM region is much higher than the d3z2−r2 level �Fig. 2, top
figures�. We call this configuration “normal” �N� configura-
tion. In the lowest energy configuration, B orbitals and the
Mn dx2−y2 orbital are occupied by electrons. For the �d3z2−r2�1

system, the F interaction is favorable as in the �d3z2−r2�0 sys-
tem. On the other hand, for the �d3z2−r2�2 system, the down
electron orbital is hybridized with the minority band in the
Mn region. Thus, the “down” B orbital is higher in energy
and has larger weight on the TM than the “up” B orbital.
Because of the Hund coupling with the down electron in the
B orbital, other unpaired electrons, if they exist in dx2−y2

and/or t2g orbitals, tend to be antiparallel to the Mn spin.
Since dx2−y2 orbitals are predominantly occupied in the

interfacial Mn layer due to the B/AB splitting of
d3z2−r2-based molecular orbitals, further stabilization of dx2−y2

orbitals in the Mn region, i.e., dx2−y2 order, would not affect
the interfacial magnetic coupling discussed here. But, this
could reverse the magnetic coupling between the interfacial
Mn layer and the second Mn layer as discussed in the next
section.

�d3z2−r2�1,2 anomalous. When the dx2−y2 level in the TM
region becomes lower than the Mn dx2−y2 level, the charge
transfer occurs. We shall call this configuration “anomalous”
�AN� configuration �Fig. 2, middle figures�. The electron
transferred to the TM dx2−y2 orbital has the same spin as the
higher energy B orbital due to the Hund coupling �indicated
by arrows�. Therefore, the sign of the magnetic coupling be-
tween the Mn and �d3z2−r2�1,2 systems is unchanged.

Note that this argument is applicable when the hopping
probability between dx2−y2 orbitals in the Mn and the TM
regions is negligibly small. The finite hopping probability
would make the charge transfer continuous. Furthermore,
when the hopping probability becomes large, the DE inter-
action is generated. Although the DE interaction through
dx2−y2 bonds may not be realistic, it cooperatively stabilizes
the F spin alignment for the �d3z2−r2�1 case while it competes
with the AF tendency for the �d3z2−r2�2 case.

Magnetic interactions discussed so far are insensitive to
the electron density in the interfacial Mn because the inter-
actions are mainly derived from the virtual electron excita-
tion from the occupied d3z2−r2 orbital in the TM region to the
unoccupied counterpart in the Mn region.

Next, we consider that the d3z2−r2 level is much lower than
the dx2−y2 in the interfacial Mn layer due to either the local
Jahn-Teller distortion or compressive strain originating from
the substrate �Fig. 2, lower figures denoted by “JT”�. The
magnetic coupling in this case is sensitive to the electron
density of the interfacial Mn.

�d3z2−r2�1 JT. When the Mn d3z2−r2 density is close to 1, the
SE interaction between the occupied d3z2−r2 orbitals becomes
AF. On the other hand, when the density is much less than 1,
the F interaction between �d3z2−r2�0 configuration on Mn and
�d3z2−r2�1 becomes dominant.

�d3z2−r2�2 JT. When the Mn d3z2−r2 occupancy is close to 1,
up electrons are localized on each sites because both B and
AB molecular orbitals are occupied while down electrons
can be excited or leaked from the �d3z2−r2�2 system to the Mn
minority level, i.e., down electron density is virtually re-
duced in the TM region. As a result, unpaired spins, if they
exist in dx2−y2 and/or t2g orbitals, become parallel to the up
spin, i.e., F coupling. When the Mn d3z2−r2 density becomes
much less than 1, the up AB orbital becomes less occupied
while keeping the occupancy of B orbitals relatively un-
changed. Eventually, the down density in the TM region be-
comes larger than the up density, and the magnetic coupling
between the Mn and �d3z2−r2�2 regions becomes AF.

III. MODEL HARTREE-FOCK ANALYSIS

In the previous section, we discussed the interfacial mag-
netic coupling controlled by the molecular orbitals. The
separation between B and AB molecular levels can become
as large as the order of t, the hybridization between d3z2−r2

orbitals along the z direction. Since the interfacial Mn d3z2−r2

band is represented by the B �AB� d3z2−r2 orbital for a
�d3z2−r2�0�1,2�/manganite interface, the eg degeneracy is effec-
tively lifted in the interface layer. This degeneracy lifting is
expected to affect the magnetic interaction in the Mn region.
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FIG. 2. �Color online� Molecular orbitals formed by d3z2−r2 or-
bitals on Mn and the �d3z2−r2�1 system �left column� and the
�d3z2−r2�2 system �right column�. In the normal �anomalous� con-
figurations, d3z2−r2 and dx2−y2 orbitals are nearly degenerate in the
interfacial Mn, and the unoccupied dx2−y2 orbital in the neighboring
TM is higher in energy �lower in energy than the occupied
Mn dx2−y2�. In the JT case, the d3z2−r2 level is significantly lower
than the dx2−y2 level. Black �light� lines indicate the level of major-
ity �minority� spins. The up level and down level are exchange split
resulting in the level scheme as indicated. The minority levels are
neglected in the upper left two because these are irrelevant.
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In this section, we discuss this effect using the microscopic
model calculation.

We consider a two-band DE model given by

H = �
i

�ni� − �
�ij�ab

�tij
abUijdia

† djb + H.c.� + �
i

Ũni�ni�

+ J�
�ij�

S� ti · S� tj . �1�

Here, an electron annihilation operator at site i and orbital
a�=��d3z2−r2� ,��dx2−y2�	 is given by dia, nia=dia

† dia, and the
level difference between � and � is given by �. We consider
the large Hund coupling limit, in which the spin direction of
a conduction electron is always parallel to that of a localized
t2g spin on the same site, and omit the spin index. Instead,
the relative orientation of t2g spins is reflected in the hopping
matrix; Uij is the unitary transformation representing the ro-
tation of the spin direction between sites i and j. For sim-
plicity, we only consider nearest-neighboring �NN� hoppings
between Mn eg orbitals via oxygen 2p in the middle. Using
the Slater-Koster scheme,19 the orbital dependence of tij

ab is

written as ti,i+z
�� =4ti,i+x�y�

�� = t, ti,i+x�y�
�� = 3t

4 , ti,i+x�y�
�� = ti,i+x�y�

��

= �−�

3t
4 , and ti,i+z

��,��= ti,i+z
�� =0. The third term represents inter-

orbital Coulomb interaction. Due to the eg symmetry, Ũ is
related to the intraorbital Coulomb interaction U and the in-

terorbital exchange integral JH as Ũ=U−3JH. The last term
represents the AF SE interaction between NN t2g spins �S� t�
= 3

2 .
From the optical measurements, the on-site interactions

are estimated as U�3 eV and JH�0.5 eV.20 The density-
functional theory calculation provides t�0.5 eV.21 Using
the mean-field analysis for the Néel temperature �120 K of
CaMnO3, one estimates J�1 meV.22 A similar value is ob-
tained from the magnon excitations in the A-AF phases of
50% doped Pr1−xSrxMnO3 and Nd1−xSrxMnO3 supposing that
the AF interaction is due to the same J.23 Thus, in what

follows, we take Ũ=3t. Considering some ambiguity, the
realistic value for JSt

2 / t is expected to be �0.01–0.05.
We analyze the model Hamiltonian, Eq. �1�, using the

Hartree-Fock approximation at T=0 focusing on the doped
region �carrier density N far away from 1�. In light of the
experimental reports, we compare the energy of the follow-
ing eight magnetic orderings: F ordering, planar AF ordering
in which spins align ferromagnetically in the xy �xz or yz�
plane �A �A��	, chain-type AF ordering in which spins align
ferromagnetically along the z �x or y� direction �C �C��	,
zigzag AF in which spins form ferromagnetic zigzag chains
in the xy �xz or yz� plane �CE �CE��	, and NaCl-type AF �G�.
At N→1, in addition to the spin symmetry breaking, orbital
symmetry can be broken due to the SE mechanism in the
present model.24 Since we are focusing on the metallic re-
gime N�1, we do not consider such a symmetry breaking.

The numerical results for the bulk phase diagram are pre-
sented in Figs. 3�a�–3�c�. Here, all phase boundaries are of
first order, and those at small N can be replaced by canted AF
phases or the phase separation between the undoped G-AF
phase and doped F or AF phases. The overall feature is con-
sistent with the previous theoretical reports.25–27 At �=0,

A-AF and A�-AF �C- and C�-, CE- and CE�-� are degenerate
but the degeneracy is lifted by the finite �. We found the CE
phase at Ũ=�=0 at JSt

2�0.112t and N�0.5 �not shown� as

in the previous reports.28–30 At Ũ=3t, the CE phase becomes
unstable against A- and C-AF phases and appears only at the
positive � with JSt

2�0.1t. JSt
2�0.05t reproduces the phase

diagram of a high TC system such as LSMO and
Pr1−xSrxMnO3 �Refs. 31 and 32� fairly well.

The main effect of the level separation � is changing the
stability of planar-type AF �A or A�� with respect to the
chain-type AF �C or C�� and F states. In particular, the A-AF
phase is stabilized by the positive � more strongly than the
C-AF phase by the negative �. This is because the energy
gain by the DE mechanism is favorable for the A-AF than
the C-AF. The result is semiquantitatively consistent with the
previous report based on the density-functional theory.27 At
�= t, the boundary between F and A-AF phases is moved
down to JSt

2�0.02t at 0.3�N�0.7. This behavior suggests
that, when the d3z2−r2 AB level for the �d3z2−r2�1,2/manganite
interfaces is about t higher than the Mn dx2−y2 level, the mag-
netic coupling between the interfacial Mn and the second Mn
layers is switched to AF while retaining the intraplane F
coupling.

We confirmed this behavior by computing the surface
phase diagram considering F phase and two AF phases:
A1�2� where the surface layer �and the second layer� is an-
tiferromagnetically coupled to its neighbor. We introduce
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FIG. 3. ��a�–�c�	 Mean-field phase diagrams of doped mangan-
ites as a function of electron density N and the AF interaction J for
three choices of the level difference between eg orbitals �. At �
� �� �0, d3z2−r2 is lower �higher� in energy than dx2−y2. For nota-
tions of the magnetic phases, see the main text. �d� Phase diagram
for the 20-layer slab with �= t in the surface layers. N in this case
corresponds to the mean electron density. For A1 and A2 phases,
schematic spin alignments are also shown. A dashed line is the
phase boundary between F and A-AF phases in the bulk calculation.
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positive � only on the surface layers in the 20-layer slab. As
shown in Fig. 3�d�, a large part of F phase is replaced by A1
phase compared with the bulk phase diagram �b�. �Precise
phase boundary requires detailed information of the surface
or interface.� Although the parameter regime is small, it is
also possible that surface three layers are AF coupled while
the other couplings remain F, A2 phase, before the whole
system enters A-AF when J is increased or N is decreased.
When the d3z2−r2 orbital is stabilized, the inter-Mn-layer cou-
pling remains F but the intraplane F coupling is reduced.
Therefore, in-plane canted AF structure may result for small
N.

IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Summarizing, we presented a general consideration on the
magnetic interaction between the doped manganite and other
transition metal oxides when an interface is formed. Using
the molecular orbital formed at the interface and the gener-
alized Hund’s rule, the sign of the magnetic interaction is
determined �Sec. II�. The bonding/antibonding splitting of
the molecular orbitals leads to the degeneracy lifting of eg
orbitals on the interface Mn layer. Further, the bulk strain
lifts the eg degeneracy. These effects control the magnetic
interaction in the interfacial Mn plane and between the
interfacial Mn plane and its neighbor �Sec. III�. Considering
these effects, we summarized the magnetic couplings in
�d3z2−r2�n/manganite interfaces in Table I. Although the
present argument is rather qualitative, it is physically trans-

parent and can be applied to a variety of systems. It is also
straightforward to generalize the argument to include other
orbitals. Therefore, the present argument will also help a
more quantitative analysis with detailed information from
either the experiment or the first principle theory.

It is worth discussing the implication of the present results
to the real systems. An example of the �d3z2−r2�2 system is
high-Tc cuprate. It has been reported that the magnetic cou-
pling between YBa2Cu3O7 �YBCO� and La1−xCaxMnO3 is
AF,7 and d3z2−r2 and dx2−y2 in the interfacial Cu have a similar
amount of holes.9 This corresponds to the AN situation. F
coupling due to the DE remains in the Mn region because of
the finite bandwidth of dx2−y2. An example of the �d3z2−r2�1

system is BiFeO3 �BFO�. Recently, the EB effect was re-
ported at BFO/LSMO interfaces accompanying the “AF”
coupling between BFO and LSMO.13 We expect the N situ-
ation with dx2−y2 ordering at this interface. Although the in-
terfacial coupling is F, the AF coupling between the interfa-
cial Mn and the second Mn layers results in the AF
alignment between BFO and bulk LSMO as observed experi-
mentally and is responsible for the exchange bias effect.

A question one may ask is what causes the “AN situation”
in YBCO and the “N situation” in BFO? A qualitative expla-
nation is as follow: in YBCO, the unoccupied Cu dx2−y2 state
is right above the Mott gap and its position is nearly identical
to the occupied band of manganites.33 Therefore, the charge
transfer from Mn eg to Cu dx2−y2 can easily occur. On the
other hand, the high-spin state is realized in BFO, and the
unoccupied dx2−y2 state with opposite spin with respect to the
majority electrons is located far above the gap. In addition,
the very close chemical potentials �i.e. close d3z2−r2 levels� of
BFO �Ref. 34� and LSMO �Ref. 35� maximize the B and AB
splittings. This situation is favorable for the dx2−y2 ordering in
the interfacial Mn layer and the resulting AF coupling be-
tween the first and the second Mn layers �see Fig. 3�d�	.

Finally, an example of the �d3z2−r2�0 system may be non-
magnetic SrTiO3, and the coupling with this is expected to
affect the magnetic state near the interfacial Mn. For small
doping x of LSMO, the coupling with SrTiO3 �with the
smaller lattice constant of SrTiO3� increases the d3z2−r2 or-
bital occupancy suppressing the inplane DE effect. For large
doping, SrTiO3 creates the tensile strain stabilizing dx2−y2,
and the out-of-plane F coupling is reduced.12 Both are ex-
pected to cause a more rapid decrease in the ordered moment
with increasing temperature than in the bulk region,36 result-
ing in the rapid suppression of the TMR effect in
LSMO /SrTiO3 /LSMO junctions.11,12 The inplane �out-of-
plane� spin canting may also be realized in the former
�latter�.12 For undoped LaMnO3, the out-of-plane ferromag-
netic coupling may result because the overlap between the
occupied d3z2−r2 in the first Mn layer and the unoccupied
dx2−z2 or dy2−z2 orbitals in the second Mn layer is increased,
favorable for the F SE interaction between Mn layers. How-
ever, since t2g orbitals in titanates are located near �slightly
above� the Fermi level of manganite,33 one may need to con-
sider t2g orbitals more carefully as discussed below.

Extension to t2g systems. In t2g systems such as titanates,
vanadates, and cromates, coupling between t2g orbitals could
become as important as the coupling between eg orbitals.

TABLE I. Magnetic interaction at an interface between Mn and
TM with the �d3z2−r2�n configuration. The interfacial Mn is indicated
by Mn�1� and Mn in the second layer by Mn�2�. Mn�1�-Mn�1�
indicates intraplane interaction while the others interplane interac-
tions. The TM-Mn�1� interaction is based on the molecular-orbital
picture presented in Sec. II while the Mn-Mn interaction is based on
the model Hartree-Fock study presented in Sec. III. At dx2−y2 order,
dx2−y2 orbital is stabilized at the �interfacial� Mn layer. At F�,
Mn-Mn interaction is weak and the canted AF ordering may result.
See the stabilization of the C-AF phase by the JT-type distortion
��0 in Fig. 3�a�, the stabilization of the C- and A-AF phases by
reducing the carrier density N in Fig. 3�b�, and the stabilization of
the A1 phase by the interfacial dx2−y2 order in Fig. 3�d�.

n Condition TM-Mn�1� Mn�1�-Mn�1� Mn�1�-Mn�2�

0 N & JT F F� F

N w/dx2−y2 order AF F AF

1 N F F F�

N w/dx2−y2 order F F AF

AN F F� F�

JT w/N�1 AF F� F

JT w/small N F F� F

2 N AF F F�

N w/dx2−y2 order AF F AF

AN AF F� F�

JT w/N�1 F F� F

JT w/small N AF F� F
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Here, we discuss how to generalize the molecular-orbital ar-
gument presented in Sec. II to t2g systems. As an example,
we consider an interface between titanate with the d0 con-
figuration and manganites. Extending the argument to other
systems is straightforward.

Figure 4�a� shows the level diagram of the titanate/
manganite interface including both eg and t2g orbitals. For
simplicity, only bonding orbitals are presented. Because the
d3z2−r2 level in titanate is far above the occupied levels in
manganite and the unoccupied t2g levels in titanate and man-
ganite �down electrons for the latter� are close,33 highest oc-
cupied molecular orbitals could be either B up d3z2−r2 or dx2−y

orbital �Fig. 4�b� which is equivalent to Fig. 1	 or B down
dxz,yz orbitals �Fig. 4�c�	. Note that the interfacial hybridiza-
tion between dxy orbitals on Ti and Mn is much smaller than
those between dxz and between dyz.

In the case of Fig. 4�b�, induced moment in the titanate
region is tiny but parallel to the moment in manganite region.
On the other hand in the case of Fig. 4�c�, the induced mo-
ment in the titanate region could be either parallel or antipar-
allel to the manganite moment. This depends on the relative
weight of the down electron density in the B dxz,yz orbitals
with respect to the up electron density in the B dxz,yz orbitals.
The situation in Fig. 4�c� with antiparallel spin arrangement
between titanate and manganite could happen when the

original electron density in the manganite eg orbital is large
and d3z2−r2 level both in titanate and manganite is high due,
for example, to the in-plane tensile strain. But in general, the
difference between two configurations, Figs. 4�b� and 4�c�
with either parallel or antiparallel spin configurations, would
be subtle. Therefore, depending on a variety of condition
such as the sample preparation, any situation could be real-
ized.

When the number of t2g electrons is increased, such as
doped titanates, vanadates, and cromates, electrons tend to
enter the down B dxz,yz orbitals and, then, the down B dxy,
resulting in the antiparallel spin configuration. However, the
antiparallel configuration becomes unstable against the par-
allel configuration when the electron number in t2g orbitals
becomes large and the level separation between t2g and eg
orbitals, i.e., 10Dq, becomes relatively small.

In this case, because of the strong on-site Coulomb inter-
actions, the energy gain by forming B orbitals becomes small
for t2g electrons and comparable to having electrons in both
B and AB orbitals with the parallel spin configuration. The
parallel configuration further lowers the energy by forming
d3z2−r2 B orbital and by the Hund coupling between the
d3z2−r2 B orbital and t2g electrons on the t2g system, i.e.,
the Zener’s double-exchange ferromagnetism discussed in
Sec. II.

When there are more than three d electrons with relatively
large 10Dq, a low spin state is realized. In this case, three
electrons enter B orbitals formed with t2g minority bands of
Mn and remaining electrons enter AB orbitals formed with
t2g majority band of Mn. Thus, the antiparallel configurations
persist. Such a situation may be realized in, for example, an
interface between manganites and SrRuO3 in which Ru4+ is
in a low spin state with t2g

4 . This AF configuration can be
turned to the F configuration when the double-exchange-type
interaction becomes dominant due to the formation of d3z2−r2

B orbital.37

So far, we have considered the ideal lattice structure in
which orbitals with different symmetry do not hybridize. In
reality, bond angle formed by two transition metal ions and
an oxygen ion in between becomes smaller than 180° allow-
ing electrons to hop between orbitals with different symme-
try. As a result, additional magnetic channels are generated.
A simple argument presented in this paper can be generalized
to deal with such a situation.
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FIG. 4. �Color online� Molecular orbitals formed by 3d orbitals
on Mn and Ti, originally d0. Here, only bonding orbitals are shown.
�a� Full level diagram including both eg and t2g. Black �light� lines
indicate the level of majority �minority� spins. The highest occupied
molecular orbitals and the magnetic alignment depend sensitively
on the detail of the interface as shown in �b� and �c�. �b� ��c�	 The
up B orbital of d3z2−r2 orbital is lower �higher� in energy than the
down B orbitals of dxz,yz. In �b�, induced magnetic moment in Ti is
parallel to Mn, i.e., �d3z2−r2�0 configuration while in �c�, it depends
on the relative occupancy of Ti dxz,yz orbitals in the up and down B
orbitals. When the occupancy of the Ti down dxz,yz orbitals is larger
than the up dxz,yz orbitals, net moment induced in Ti site becomes
antiparallel to the Mn moment.
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